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Which area is larger? 
Africa VS Greenland

30,221,532 m2

2,166,086 m2

The Fact:
Africa ≈ 14 x Greenland





How to describe the earth?

Most of the Earth's surface (70%) is covered 

with water, and the remaining 30% is taken up 

by the seven continental landmasses. The 

surface of the earth is irregular. 

So, how to describe the Earth?



Earth Surface Models

• Geoidal Surface (大地水准面)
The geoid is the shape that the ocean 

surface would take under the influence of 

the gravity and rotation of Earth alone. The 

geoid surface is irregular, but is considerably 

smoother than Earth's physical surface. 

The distance from the ground point to the 

geoid is called absolute elevation or altitude.

是一个假想的由地球自由静止的海水平面

，扩展延伸而形成的闭合曲面。但是由于

重力分布的不同，大地水准面和完美椭球

体有一定出入。

地面点到大地水准面的铅锤距离，称为绝

对高程（正高）或者海拔。

1. Ocean
2. Reference ellipsoid
3. Local plumb line
4. Continent
5. Geoid



Earth Surface Models

• Quasi-Geoid (似大地水准面)
Surface parallel to the telluroid that is 

transferred to the mean sea level. The geoid 

and quasi-geoid are approximately the same 

surface over the oceans. However, the 

separation between the quasi-geoid and 

geoid can reach close to the meter level in 

mountainous areas.

似大地水准面是从地面点沿正常重力线量

取正常高所得端点构成的封闭曲面，它与

大地水准面不完全吻合。

地面点沿铅垂线到似大地水准面的距离称

为正常高。

1. Ocean
2. Reference ellipsoid
3. Local plumb line
4. Continent
5. Geoid



Earth Surface Models

• Reference Ellipsoid  (参考椭球面)
The reference ellipsoid is a mathematical 

idealized representation of the physical 

Earth.

Elevation of a point above the reference 

ellipsoid. The distance is measured along the 

ellipsoidal normal.

参考椭球面是处理大地测量成果而采用的

与地球大小、形状接近并进行定位的椭球

体表面。

地面点到参考椭球面的法线距离，称为大

地高。

1. Ocean
2. Reference ellipsoid
3. Local plumb line
4. Continent
5. Geoid



Earth Surface Models

WGS84 + Geoid File = Mean Sea Level



The Ellipsoid Model

Scientists use a regular model, the ellipsoid 

model, to describe the earth. 

a = Equatorial radius (6378.1370 km)

b = Polar radius (6356.7523 km)



Prime Meridian & Equator

The Equator and Prime Meridian are circles that 

stretch all the way around the earth.

The Equator separates the Northern and Southern 

Hemisphere. The Equator is at 0° latitude.

The Prime Meridian separates the Eastern and 

Western Hemisphere. The Prime Meridian runs 

through Greenwich, England and is at 0° longitude.



Coordinate System

• Geocentric Coordinate System (地心坐标系)

• Geodetic Coordinate System (地理坐标系)

• Projected Coordinate System  (投影坐标系)



Geocentric Coordinate System 

X, Y, Z

The geocentric coordinate system is not a planar 

coordinate system based on a map projection. It is a 

geographic coordinate system in which the earth is 

modeled as a sphere or spheroid in a right-handed XYZ 

(3D Cartesian) system measured from the center of the 

earth.

The X-axis points to the prime meridian, the Y-axis points 

90° away in the equatorial plane, and the Z-axis points in 

the direction of the North Pole.



Geodetic Coordinate System

2 * Π * 6378000 / (360 * 60 * 60)  ≈ 30m
1” ≈ 30m
1’ ≈ 1.8Km
1° ≈ 108Km

Latitude, Longitude, Altitude (B, L, H)



Projected Coordinate System

x, y, z or N, E, H

The earth’s surface—and your GCS—are round, but your 

map—and your computer screen—are flat. That’s a 

problem. You can’t draw the round earth on a flat surface 

without deforming it. Imagine peeling an orange and 

trying to lay the peel flat on a table. You can get close, 

but only if you start tearing the peel apart. This is where 

map projections come in. They tell you how to distort the 

earth—how to tear and stretch that orange peel—so the 

parts that are most important to your map get the least 

distorted and are displayed best on the flat surface of the 

map.



Projection Zone

In order to reduce projection distortion, the 

earth is separated in to different parts. 

There are two types of projection zone: 3° or 6°.



Types of Map Projections



Classic Projections: UTM

The transverse Mercator projection rotates the cylinder 90 degrees. The UTM uses 60 zones that are 6 

degrees wide, with standard central meridians. Within these zones the UTM projection has very little 

distortion. UTM coordinates can be extended into a neighboring zone for seamless operations, but the 

farther away from the 6 degree zone you move, the greater the distortion.



Very important diagram :

❏ Summarizes the “external” 
systematic errors

❏ Provides solution to key problem of 
the curved surface of the earth!

4.1.1 Atmospheric correction

❏ Speed of light varies with: 
temperature, pressure→Parts per 
million (PPM)









SurPad4.0-Coordinate System

• Ellipsoid Parameter*

• Projections parameter*

• Seven-Parameter

• Four-Parameter/Horizontal Adjustment

• Grid File (Copy locally)

• Geoid File (Copy Locally)

• Local Offset

* Necessary parameters to calculate plane coordinate



SurPad4.0-Coordinate System

• Seven-Parameter (3D) • Four-Parameter/Horizontal Adjustment (2D)



SurPad4.0-How to input coordinate system

• Input value manually

• Use predefined

• Scan QR Code

• Use local coordinate system file
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